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Sequenced Spatiotemporal Aggregation for Coarse Query Granularities
Igor Timko · Michael Bo¨hlen · Johann Gamper
Abstract Sequenced spatiotemporal aggregation (SSTA) is
an important query for many applications of spatiotemporal
databases, such as traffic analysis. Conceptually, an SSTA
query returns one aggregate value for each individual spatio-
temporal granule. While the data is typically recorded at a
fine granularity, at query time a coarser granularity is com-
mon. This calls for efficient evaluation strategies that are
granularity aware.
In this paper we formally define an SSTA operator that
includes a data-to-query granularity conversion. Based on a
discrete time model and a discrete 1.5 dimensional space
model, we generalize the concept of time constant inter-
vals to constant rectangles, which represent maximal rect-
angles in the spatiotemporal domain over which an aggre-
gation result is constant. We propose an efficient evaluation
algorithm for SSTA queries that takes advantage of a coarse
query granularity. The algorithm is based on the plane sweep
paradigm, and we propose a granularity aware event point
schedule, termed gaEPS, and a granularity aware sweep line
status, termed gaSLS. These data structures store space and
time points from the input relation in a compressed form us-
ing a minimal set of counters. In extensive experiments we
show that for coarse query granularities gaEPS significantly
outperforms a basic EPS that is based on an extension of
previous work, both in terms of memory usage and runtime.
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1 Introduction
Spatiotemporal databases are becoming more and more pop-
ular in various application domains, including traffic data
analysis. The proliferation of the GPS (Global Positioning
System) technology facilitates the tracking of car positions,
and huge amounts of traffic data are collected. Cars are
equipped with a GPS receiver and periodically send their
current position to a central server [13]. We assume that
the server stores GPS data using a discrete time and space
model. The time is a finite sequence of time granules (e.g.,
seconds), and the space is a finite sequence of space gran-
ules (e.g., 1-meter road segments). Spatiotemporal granules
are obtained by combining time and space granules.
In such an application scenario, sequenced spatiotempo-
ral aggregation (SSTA) can be used to obtain a summary of
the traffic density in a city/region. Consider the following
example query:
Q1: “For each 10-second time period, what is the
number of cars in each 100-meter road segment?”
Conceptually, an SSTA query computes one aggregate value
for each query granule. Typically, the query granularity, the
granularity at which the user wants to get the result, is much
coarser than the data granularity, the granularity at which the
server records the car positions. Figure 1 illustrates a typical
result for Q1, evaluated on data from the city of Bolzano-
Bozen between 5:00PM and 5:15PM. The lines in differ-
ent shades of gray along road segments indicate the traffic
density on that segment, varying from very low traffic (no
line) to moderate traffic (gray line) and jammed traffic (black
line).
Past research on spatiotemporal aggregation focused
mainly on box aggregation, and no efficient algorithm for
SSTA exists [15]. This paper is the first to formally define
SSTA and to present an efficient evaluation algorithm for
2(a) 5:00PM–5:10PM
(b) 5:11PM–5:15PM
Fig. 1 Traffic Analysis Using SSTA.
the COUNT, SUM, AVG, MIN, and MAX aggregation func-
tions. The algorithm relies on the efficient computation of
constant rectangles, which are 2D generalizations of con-
stant intervals as used in temporal aggregation [17]. A con-
stant rectangle is defined as a maximal rectangle spanned
by a space and a time interval, such that the aggregate
value is constant at all space-time points in the rectangle. In
Fig. 1(a), each line segment with a different shade represents
a constant rectangle, each having the same time interval
[5:00,5:11) but a different space interval. For instance, the
rectangle marked as “Viale Druso, [0,401)” represents a seg-
ment of the street “Viale Druso”, stretching 400 meters from
the beginning of the road. Figure 1(b) shows the traffic situa-
tion over the time interval [5:11,5:16). The constant rectan-
gles changed, e.g., “Viale Druso, [0,401)” is now replaced
by “Viale Druso, [0,201)” and “Viale Druso, [201,401)”,
which have a different traffic density.
To efficiently compute SST aggregates, we reduce SSTA
to the problem of rectangle intersection, for which efficient
plane sweep solutions exist [20]. Besides determining in-
tersecting rectangles we have to compute aggregate func-
tions over these rectangles and leverage granularity conver-
sion. We do so by designing a granularity aware event point
schedule (gaEPS) and a granularity aware sweep line sta-
tus (gaSLS). gaEPS efficiently handles duplicate time and
space points, which occur frequently for coarse query gran-
ularities. (Many cars send their position updates within a 60-
second period and on the same 100-meter road segment.)
gaEPS maintains a summary of the input tuples. We pro-
pose two different implementations, namely gaEPST and
gaEPSH , which use, respectively, trees and hashmaps to
store the summary. gaSLS extends the Balanced Tree [17]
with a minimal set of counters.
We implemented the new SSTA framework on top of
the Secondo DBMS [7], and we conducted extensive exper-
iments. The results show that for queries with a coarse gran-
ularity gaEPS is significantly more efficient than an EPS that
is based on an extension of previous work, both in terms of
runtime and memory consumption. The results of the ex-
periments also show that gaEPST is generally faster, while
gaEPSH uses less memory.
The main technical contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:
– We provide a formal definition of SSTA with data-to-
query granularity conversion.
– We propose an effective and efficient reduction of SSTA
to the plane sweep framework.
– We propose gaEPS and gaSLS: two granularity aware
data structures that are designed for coarse query granu-
larities with many duplicates.
– We generalize the 1-dimensional incremental computa-
tion of aggregates to two dimensions and we extend it to
MIN/MAX.
– We implement our algorithm in the Secondo DBMS and
conduct experiments that confirm that our solution takes
advantage of coarse granularity queries.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces preliminary concepts, followed by a discussion
of related work in Section 3. In Section 4, we define the
SSTA operator with granularity conversion. In Section 5,
we describe how to process SSTA queries using a plane
sweep strategy, and we introduce efficient EPS and SLS data
structures, termed gaEPS and gaSLS, respectively. Section 6
presents an evaluation algorithm that is based on the two
new data structures. Two implementation variants of gaEPS,
namely gaEPST and gaEPSH , are discussed. The results of
our experimental study are described in Section 7. Section 8
concludes the paper and points to future work.
2 Preliminaries
We use a discrete time model. The time line, ∆ T , is a finite
sequence of atomic chronons. A time granularity, Γ T , is a
partitioning of the time line into convex sets of chronons,


5sequenced and cumulative temporal aggregation. The tree
maintains a hierarchy of time intervals, each one being asso-
ciated with a partial aggregation result. The tree is traversed
in a depth-first order to compute the sequenced aggregation.
The MVSB-tree [26,27] extends the SB-tree and supports
temporal aggregation combined with a key-range predicate
over one key dimension. The MVSB-tree is logically a series
of SB-trees, one per time point. The MVSB-tree efficiently
processes dominance-sum queries. A box query in the (key,
time) plane can be reduced to four dominance-sum queries.
3.3 Spatiotemporal Aggregation
Past work on spatiotemporal aggregation [19,21,22] as-
sumes a 2D space model and concentrates on spatiotempo-
ral box aggregation, which is a generalization of spatial box
aggregation. Given a spatial region and a time interval, an
aggregation is computed over all spatiotemporal objects that
are present in that region during that time interval. There is
no work on SSTA.
The aRB-tree [19] extends the aR-tree with a time di-
mension. In an aRB-tree, 2D spatial regions are indexed by
an R-tree. For each bounding box of this R-tree, the time-
varying number of objects that fall into the box is kept in a
B-tree [1]. Similarly to the aR-tree, the aRB-tree speeds up
aggregation by storing the number of objects for the bound-
ing intervals of a B-tree. This eliminates the need to traverse
the subtree of nodes that are totally enclosed by the query
region. The aRB-tree does not prevent the well-known dou-
ble counting problem. Double counting means that the same
object is counted twice if it stays in the query region during
two time granules of the query time interval.
The sketch index [22] avoids double counting. This in-
dex modifies the aRB-tree: instead of recording the number
of objects, a sketch (compressed representation) of the ob-
ject IDs is kept for each B-tree’s bounding interval. As a re-
sult, the sketch index is generally larger than the aRB-tree.
Moreover, the sketch index only answers queries approxi-
mately.
The Adaptive Multi-Dimensional Histogram [21] is an-
other method for approximate box query processing. The 2D
space is divided into a (large) number of cells. A counter for
a number of objects is associated with each cell. To speed up
processing, a histogram is built over the space. Cells with
similar counter values are put into the same bucket. Thus,
each bucket of this histogram holds a spatial (2D) region
and a counter for the number of objects in this region. The
spatial regions do not overlap. As the counter values of the
cells change, the buckets are reorganized.
3.4 Rectangle Intersection with Plane Sweep
The rectangle intersection problem is solved efficiently with
a plane sweep algorithm, which works in two steps. The
first step creates the Event Point Schedule (EPS), which is
a sorted list of events, where each event consists of a corner
point in one dimension (say the time dimension) together
with the two corner points in the other dimension (say the
space dimension) of a rectangle. The second step sweeps a
line through the EPS and halts at each event. The active rect-
angles from the EPS are collected in the Sweep Line Status
(SLS). To obtain the intersection of the rectangles, the one-
dimensional space intervals in SLS are intersected for each
new event.
The EPS is usually organized as a sorted list of all event
(time) points [20]. The SLS is implemented as a segment
tree [3,20], interval tree [8,20], or priority search tree. The
segment tree [3,20] has the disadvantage that for inserting
active space intervals we frequently need to descend to low
levels in the tree. The interval tree [8,20] overcomes this
weakness by introducing additional links and nodes. The
priority search tree [16,20] improves over the segment and
interval tree by storing the corner space points only for the
active space intervals rather than for all space intervals.
The plane sweep paradigm leads generally to asymp-
totic worst-case optimal solutions in runtime and memory
usage [20]. In this paper, we present data structures that
are designed to achieve good average-case complexity. We
present an efficient EPS that takes advantage of coarse query
granularities and groups all events with the same time point
into a single event, which leads to a significant reduction of
the EPS size.
4 SSTA with Data-to-Query Granularity Conversion
SSTA groups the input tuples by spatiotemporal granules,
one group per granule, and applies one or more aggrega-
tion functions to each group. This section provides a formal
definition of SSTA that includes data-to-query granularity
conversion and coalescing of result tuples.
4.1 Data-to-Query Granularity Conversion
Since the granularity at which data is measured is typically
much finer than the query granularity, we convert the valid-
ity rectangles of the input tuples from the data granularity to
the query granularity.
Definition 1 (Granularity Converter) Let Γd and Γq be
data and query (time or space) granularities, respectively,
and assume that for each data granule, gd ∈Γd , there exists a
query granule, gq ∈Γq, such that gd ⊂ gq and gd ∩g′q = /0 for
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Algorithm 3: LOADEPS(R,γ ,F)
Input: ST relation R, rectangle converter γ , and aggregate
function F = {f(A)};
Output: gaEPS;
gaEPS ← /0;
foreach r ∈ R do
/* Convert r’s validity rectangle */
ts ← γ(r.Ts);
t f ← γ(r.Tf );
sb ← γ(r.Sb);
se ← γ(r.Se);
/* Compute summary of r */
v ← ˜f ({r});
/* Process r’s start time point */
if ∃(t,X) ∈ gaEPS with t = ts then
if ∃(s,Y) ∈ X with s = sb then Y ← Y⊕ v;
else X ← X∪{(sb,v)};
if ∃(s,Y) ∈ X with s = se then Y ← Y	 v;
else X ← X∪{(se, /0	 v)};
else
gaEPS ← gaEPS∪{(ts,{(sb,v),(se, /0	 v)}};
/* Process r’s finish time point */
if ∃(t,X) ∈ gaEPS with t = t f then
if ∃(s,Y) ∈ X with s = sb then Y ← Y	 v;
else X ← X∪{(sb, /0	 v)};
if ∃(s,Y) ∈ X with s = se then Y ← Y⊕ v;
else X ← X∪{(se,v)};
else
gaEPS ← gaEPS∪{(ts,{(sb, /0	 v),(se,v)}};
return gaEPS;
6.3 Traversing gaEPS
Algorithm 4 shows the algorithm TRAVERSEEPS that takes
as input a gaEPS and returns the aggregation result. The
main loop processes the events in gaEPS in chronologi-
cal order. For each event, (t,X), two actions are performed.
First, gaSLS is traversed and new result tuples are produced.
For that, an accumulator result variable, ¯Z, is initialized to
the empty set. Then gaSLS is traversed, and for each item,
(s,Z) ∈ gaSLS, a result tuple is produced with time interval
[t−1, t) and space interval [s−1,s) and aggregate value that
is derived from ¯Z. Second, gaSLS is updated with the space
points and associated summaries, (s,Y), in X. If for a space
point, s, an entry in gaSLS already exists, the summary from
the current event is added to the entry; otherwise, a new en-
try, (s,Y), is inserted into gaSLS.
Example 15 Figure 15 depicts the evolution of gaSLS to-
gether with the produced result tuples during the process-
ing of the first three events in gaEPS. After processing the
first event at time 0, gaSLS contains two items with space
points 1 and 18, which have been inserted as new items.
The space point 10 has been (inserted and then) deleted,
since its counter is zero. No result tuples are produced. Next,
TRAVERSEEPS enters the main loop and reads the event
Algorithm 4: TRAVERSEEPS(gaEPS,F)
Input: granularity aware end point structure gaEPS;
Output: ST relation Res;
Res ← /0;
tprev ←−1;
gaSLS ← /0;
foreach (t,X) ∈ gaEPS do
/* Traverse SLS and produce result */
if tprev >−1 then
sprev ←−1;
¯Z ← /0;
foreach (s,Z) ∈ gaSLS do
if sprev >−1 then
Res ← Res∪{( ¯f ( ¯Z), [tprev, t), [sprev,s))};
¯Z ← ¯Z⊕Z;
sprev ← s;
tprev ← t;
/* Update SLS */
foreach (s,Y) ∈ X do
if ∃(s,Z) ∈ gaSLS then Z ← Z⊕Y;
else gaSLS ← gaSLS∪{(s,Y)};
if Z = /0 then Z ← Z \{(s,Z)};
return Res;
with time point 6. The traversal of gaSLS produces one re-
sult tuple, where the time interval of the validity rectangle
is determined by the time of the previous and current event.
Then gaSLS is updated with the three space points with as-
sociated counters of the current event. All three space points
are not yet in gaSLS, and hence are inserted. The next event
at time 7 produces five new result tuples, each with time in-
terval [6,7). The update of gaSLS produces no new items,
but deletes the item with space point 18.
6.4 Complexity Analysis
Since gaEPS needs to be accessed in chronological order,
we use a self-balancing binary search tree, which has loga-
rithmic seek and insertion time. Similar, we store the space
points with the associated summaries, (s,Y) ∈ X, in a self-
balancing binary search tree. The runtime complexity of
LOADEPS is then O(N ∗ logn∗ logm), where N = |R| is the
number of input tuples, n = |CTP| is the number of distinct
corner time points in R, and m = |CSP(t)| is the number
of distinct corner space points over all input tuples that are
valid at time t. That is, for each input tuple, r ∈R, we have to
update two events in gaEPS, and for each of the two events
we have to update the summaries of the two corner points.
The set X needs not to be sorted, but an efficient search for
identical space points is important. By storing X in a hash-
map instead in a tree, the runtime complexity of LOADEPS
becomes O(N ∗ logn). Our experiments, however, showed
that the resize overhead of hashmaps can be quite high.
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Runtime. Figure 20(a) shows the runtime for creating and
loading the EPS. For the COUNT function, gaEPS outper-
forms the basic EPS for all query granularities. This is be-
cause gaEPS sorts the events incrementally using a binary
tree, and duplicate time points are eliminated, which keeps
the list small (max. 3000 events). The basic EPS puts all
events (13M) in a very large array and sorts this array. For
the MAX function the situation is similar. gaEPS outper-
forms the basic EPS for coarse query granularities, though
the difference is smaller. The reason is that for the MAX
function more complex operations are required to construct
gaEPS, which is not required for the basic EPS. The rela-
tive advantage of the granularity aware gaEPS over the ba-
sic EPS increases logarithmically with the query granular-
ity. This is because the number of distinct space points after
granularity conversion is inversely proportional to the query
space granularity, whereas the size of the basic EPS is con-
stant.
Figure 20(b) shows the time to traverse the EPS and to
compute the aggregation results. Again, gaEPS outperforms
the basic EPS, except for the MAX function in combina-
tion with a small query granularity. Each event in gaEPS
requires only one update of gaSLS for each distinct space
end point, whereas the basic EPS requires two updates for
each tuple associated with the event. The traversal time for
both, gaEPS and the basic EPS, depends logarithmically on
the query space granularity, since the size of the SLS is in-
versely proportional to the space granule size. The relative
advantage of gaEPS with respect to the basic EPS increases
with a coarser space granularity.
Figure 20(c) shows the total runtime of SSTAGG. For
COUNT, gaEPS clearly outperforms the basic EPS, and the
relative advantage of gaEPS increases when the space gran-
ularity becomes coarser. The picture is very similar for the
MAX function, except for small query granularities that are
close to the data granularity.
Memory. Figure 21 compares the main memory require-
ments of the EPSs. We measure the memory usage for each
road and take the maximum. Recall that the memory usage
of gaEPS is inversely proportional to the space granularity,
while the memory usage of the basic EPS is constant. Only
for very small space granularities (less than 12.5 meters for
the COUNT and 25 meters for the MAX function) the basic
EPS consumes less space, while for all larger granularities
gaEPS requires significantly less memory. For space gran-
ules of one hundred meters or more (which seems realistic
in many applications), the space consumption of gaEPS is a
small fraction of the space required by the basic EPS.
7.2.2 Varying the Query Time Granularity
Next, we analyze the dependency of runtime and memory
usage from the query time granularity. The query space
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Fig. 20 Runtime of SSTAGG by Varying the Space Granularity.
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Fig. 21 Memory Usage by Varying the Space Granularity.
granularity is fixed at 500 meters, whereas the time gran-
ularity varies from 1 to 120 seconds.
Runtime. Figure 22(a) shows the time it takes to create the
EPS structure. gaEPS outperforms the basic EPS regard-
less of the query time granularity. The relative advantage of
gaEPS over the basic EPS increases logarithmically when
the query time granularity increases. The reasons for this re-
sult are the same as before: gaEPS keeps the list small by
storing all tuples with the same time point in one event.
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Figure 22(b) shows the time to traverse the EPS and to
compute the result tuples. Again, we can see that regard-
less of the time query granularity gaEPS outperforms the
basic EPS. The traversal time of both gaEPS and the ba-
sic EPS depend logarithmically on the time query granule
size, because the size of the SLS is inversely proportional
to the space granule size. However, the relative advantage
of gaEPS over the basic EPS increases when the time query
granularity size increases. The reason for this is that the total
number of inserts/deletes from the SLS is directly propor-
tional to the total number of begin and end space points in
the EPS, which is inversely proportional to the time granule
size for gaEPS (the fewer time points in gaEPS, the more
begin and end space points from the input relation fall un-
der the same element of the spacestamp hashmap (tree)) and
constant for the basic EPS.
Figure 22(c) shows the total time taken by the SSTA al-
gorithm. As we can see, gaEPS always outperforms the ba-
sic EPS and the relative advantage of gaEPS over the basic
EPS increases when the time query granule size increases.
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Fig. 22 Runtime of SSTAGG by Varying the Time Granularity.
Memory. Figure 23 compares the main memory usage of the
EPS. Given an input relation, we measure the memory usage
for each road and then compute the maximum. The memory
consumption of gaEPS is inversely proportional to the time
granule size, while the memory consumption of the basic
EPS is constant. The reason for that is that the number of
corner space points in gaEPS is inversely proportional to the
time granule size (the fewer time points in gaEPS, the more
corner space points from the input relation are grouped in the
same element of the spacestamp hashmap/tree), while the
number of corner space points in the basic EPS is constant.
gaEPS consumes only a small fraction of the memory that is
needed by the basic EPS.
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Fig. 23 Memory Usage by Varying the Time Granularity.
7.2.3 Memory Usage for Larger Datasets
In this experiment, we further study the memory-related ad-
vantage of gaEPS over the basic EPS, using larger ST rela-
tions. Each relation contains data for cars moving for 30 K
seconds (i.e., 30 K distinct corner points); the other charac-
teristics are the same as in Sec. 7.1. Again, we measure the
memory usage for each road and take the maximum. We
show only the MAX aggregation function, since the results
for the COUNT function are analogous.
In Fig. 24(a), the space query granularity varies, while
the time query granularity is fixed at 10 seconds. In
Fig. 24(b), the time query granularity varies, while the space
query granularity is fixed at 500 meters. In both figures, the
input relation contains 30K cars (i.e., approx. 65 million tu-
ples). For large data sets with significant memory require-
ments, the basic EPS may become impractically large, and
coarsening the query granularity does not help. In contrast,
by taking advantage of coarse query granularities gaEPS re-
mains small and scales well for large data sets. In Fig. 24(c),
the number of cars varies, while the time and space query
granularity is fixed at 120 seconds and 500 meters, respec-
tively. The memory requirements of the basic EPS increase
significantly as the size of the input relation grows. At the
same time, gaEPS remains extremely small.
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7.3 Different gaEPS Implementations
Figures 25 and 26 analyze the use of different variants of
gaEPS (gaEPST and gaEPSH ). On the x-axis we vary the
size of the input relation. The time and space granularities
are fixed at 120 seconds and 500 meters, respectively. We
discuss the experimental results only for the COUNT func-
tion, since the implementation differences of gaEPST and
gaEPSH do not depend on the aggregation function.
We compare two different implementations of gaEPSH :
the first one uses Google’s sparse hashmap and the second
one Google’s dense hashmap. The sparse hashmap is op-
timized for memory (an empty bucket occupies almost no
space), while the dense hashmap is optimized for speed (at
the expense of memory, because the “empty key” is stored
in each empty bucket). Both types of hashmap use internal
probing (i.e., only one entry, (key, value), per bucket). For
details, see [10].
Runtime. Figure 25(a) compares the loading time of gaEPS.
It depends linearly on the number of tuples. Since hash-
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Fig. 25 Runtime of Different gaEPS Implementations.
maps have constant insert/lookup time, one could expect
that gaEPSH is faster than gaEPST . Surprisingly, gaEPSH
performs worse than gaEPST . The reason is the overhead of
Google’s hashmap implementation: the hashmap is resized
(doubled in size) when half of its buckets are full. This is
implemented by copying the data into a new hashmap. The
sparse hashmap has additional overhead related to memory
management.
Figure 25(b) compares the time used for computing con-
stant rectangles from a loaded gaEPS. This is done by up-
dating and traversing gaSLS while traversing gaEPS. The
traversal time depends linearly on the number of tuples. All
the implementations have approximately the same speed.
Figure 25(c) shows the total time for loading gaEPS and
computing constant rectangles by traversing gaEPS.
Memory. Figure 26 compares the memory used by gaEPS,
where we take the maximum memory over all roads. No-
tice that all implementations are (almost) independent from
the number of tuples, and they use only a tiny fraction of
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the memory that is consumed by the basic EPS (less than
0.015 MB versus approx. 4 MB).
gaEPST is the least efficient, because of a node pointer
overhead in spacestamp trees. For each space point, it uses
20 Bytes: 8 Bytes for the data (the key pointer and the count)
and 12 Bytes for the item pointers (left, right, and parent).
Thus, the constant overhead per space point is 12 Bytes.
The dense hashmap-based gaEPSH is in terms of mem-
ory more efficient than gaEPST . The spacestamp hashmaps
use 8 Bytes for a filled bucket (the key pointer and the count)
and 4 Bytes for an empty bucket (the “empty” key). Thus,
the average overhead per space point is 4∗ ne
n f Bytes, where
ne is the number of empty buckets and n f is the number of
filled buckets. The maximum overhead is when the hashmap
has just resized and 75% of buckets are empty. Thus, the
maximum overhead per space point reaches the overhead of
gaEPST (i.e., 12 Bytes), but most of the time it is smaller.
The sparse hashmap-based gaEPSH is the most efficient
implementation. It uses 8 Bytes for a filled bucket and only
2 Bytes for an empty bucket, yielding almost no overhead.
On average, the sparse hashmap-based gaEPSH uses approx-
imately 45% of the memory that is needed by gaEPST .
Summarizing, from Fig. 25 and 26 we conclude that both
gaEPST and gaEPSH scale well in terms of runtime (linear)
and very well in terms of memory usage (constant).
7.4 Summary of the Experimental Results
We draw the following conclusions from our experimental
results. gaEPS takes advantage of coarse query granulari-
ties and clearly outperforms the basic EPS both in terms
of runtime and memory usage. For the memory require-
ments the improvements are very significant. The memory
consumption of gaEPS is independent of the database size
and consumes only a tiny fraction of the memory that is re-
quired by the basic EPS (which depends on the number of
input tuples). As for the different gaEPS implementations,
there is a trade-off between speed and memory usage. The
gaEPST implementation is less memory efficient, but it is
the fastest. The sparse hashmap-based gaEPSH consumes
least memory, but it is the slowest implementation. The
dense hashmap-based gaEPSH is somewhere in the mid-
dle: it is slightly slower than gaEPST , but requires a bit less
memory. The insertion time for hashmaps is not constant:
the resize overhead is quite significant and linear to the hash-
map size.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
Many applications of spatiotemporal databases (e.g., traffic
data analysis, land management, and weather monitoring)
require support for sequenced spatiotemporal aggregation
(SSTA). Conceptually, an SSTA query returns one aggregate
value for each spatiotemporal granule at the query granu-
larity. Typically, the query granularity is much coarser than
the data granularity, because the purpose of such queries
is to produce compact summaries. Thus, a query evalua-
tion algorithm must convert from the data granularity to the
query granularity. This paper proposes a formal definition
of SSTA that includes a data-to-query granularity conver-
sion. Based on a discrete time model and a discrete, 1.5
dimensional space model that represents a road network,
we generalize the concept of (time) constant intervals to-
wards constant rectangles that represent maximal rectangles
in the spatiotemporal domain over which the aggregation re-
sult is constant. We propose an efficient algorithm to com-
pute SSTA queries for the COUNT, SUM, AVG, MIN, and
MAX aggregation functions. The algorithm is based on the
plain sweep paradigm, which requires two data structures:
an Event Point Schedule (EPS) and a Sweep Line Status
(SLS). We propose an efficient EPS (termed gaEPS) and an
SLS (termed gaSLS), which maintain the corner points of
the input tuples together with a compact summary. Our ex-
periments show that the proposed solution takes advantage
of coarse query granularities and clearly outperforms a base-
line solution both in terms of memory usage and runtime.
Future work points in several directions. First, the cur-
rent method performs precise aggregation, that is, a set of
spatiotemporal granules is coalesced only if we have exactly
the same aggregate value for each granule in the set. We plan
to extend our method for approximate aggregation, where
a set of spatiotemporal granules is coalesced if the aggre-
gate value of the granule in a set fall into some range. Sec-
ond, the order in which dimensions are processed is fixed:
we sweep along the time dimension. It would be interest-
ing to develop a cost model that helps to determine along
which dimension to sweep. Third, currently each query is
processed from scratch, without reusing results of previous
queries. We want to develop techniques for the incremen-
tal maintenance of query results. Fourth, it would be inter-
esting to run experiments on real-world GPS logs and pro-
vide a disk-based implementation of our method. Finally,
the current method does double-counting (i.e., the same data
is sometimes counted (or summed, depending on the used
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aggregation function) several times). It would be interesting
to develop solutions that avoid double-counting.
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